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Yellowtail Snapper
Family: Snappers

Physical Description:

1. Yellow midbody stripe that gets wider towards the rear as it merges into
the tails

2. Body is silvery white - sometimes tinged with blue
3. May have blotches of yellow on upper body
4. Tail is deeply forked

Yellowtail Snappers grow to be about one to two feet long and swim around the

reef in loose groups or schools. They like to swim in groups with other species

of fish as well and you might even see them hunting for food near the bottom

along with Yellow Goatfish who look very similar to them.

You can tell Yellowtail snappers apart from Yellow Goatfish by their nose shape

(Yellowtail snappers have more pointed noses while goatfish have sloping,

rounded noses. Goatfish also have barbels (little whiskery appendages under

their chins for hunting in the sand) and snappers do not have barbels.

You can also tell a Yellowtail Snapper by their curious nature - they are

sometimes the first fish you’ll see when you jump into the water from a boat

because they have already swum over to check out the visitor to their reef!

My Fish Notes:
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Schoolmaster
Family: Snappers

Physical Description:
1. Yellow fins and tail
2. Silvery gray body - sometimes with a yellowish tint
3. Occasionally, they have several thin dark bars on their body

Schoolmasters can grow up to two feet long but they are usually smaller -

about 18 inches long. They hang out in small groups on the reef and in the

shade of large coral structures like elkhorn coral and gorgonians like sea fans.

When they don’t have the thin dark bars on the sides of their body,

Schoolmaster snappers can sometimes be difficult to differentiate from Dog

Snappers. The key is to check whether they have a pale triangular patch under

their eye - if you see that, you’re looking at a Dog Snapper!

My Fish Notes:



Dogfish Snapper
 Family: Snapper



Dog Snappers
Family: Snappers

Physical Description:
1. Triangular white or pale silver patch under their eye.
2. Yellow fins and tail
3. Silvery gray body - sometimes with a yellowish tint
4. Occasionally they have several faint, pale bars on their body

Dog Snappers can sometimes be difficult to differentiate from Schoolmaster

Snappers. The key is to check whether they have a pale triangular patch under

their eye - if you see that, you’re looking at a Dog Snapper!

Dog Snappers also grow to be bigger than Schoolmasters - they can grow up

to three  feet long!

My Fish Notes:


